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Data & Analytics Case Study

North Highland partnered with an international hotel conglomerate to
apply a scalable analytics solution that extracts insights from customer
comments on social review sites including Trip Advisor, Booking.com,
and Google. By pairing this data with the company’s internal data, North
Highland has helped the company gain up-to-date granular insights into
customer satisfaction by property, brand, region, and in comparison to
competitors. Ultimately, our tool is enabling the design of better targeted
and more effective customer engagement strategies—a replicable solution
for other organizations seeking to extract insights from customers and
maximize the bottom-line impact of analytics.
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A leading international hotel

In bringing this solution to the client, North Highland first sought

conglomerate with 12 sub-brands

to understand the client’s key customer satisfaction data sources,

and over 5,000 hotels around

including travel review sites like Trip Advisor and Booking.com. The

the globe had access to a wealth

team worked with the client to learn how guests utilize each source.

of customer data, along with a

Needs and goals for the insights were then refined, including the

social listening tool on which they

client’s need to access multiple data sets in a granular, comparative

spent $1 - $2M per year. This tool

way.

offered visibility into customer
sentiment and discussion across
social media platforms. The
company’s customer satisfaction
team also collected their own view
of customer satisfaction via guest
surveys.
However, the existing tools didn’t
offer the company flexibility in
compiling and reviewing the data
the way they needed it, particularly
with regards to anytime insights
around individual properties, subbrands, and competitors. Without
this flexibility, the company
couldn’t leverage the information
fully to influence strategy. They
needed a more flexible and

We then developed code to scrape the data from each source and pull
it into an environment that included internal insights (satisfaction
scores, pricing, location) from guest surveys. Next, North Highland
engineered a single data source, applied structuring logic, and defined
relationships between the information sets. A custom interactive
dashboard was then built to serve the company’s specific needs.
A set of approximately 20 key stakeholders from a variety of business
units provided feedback on the core visualizations needed in the tool.
This input was combined with North Highland’s suggested design
to create a series of dashboards that provide specialized views of
the data sets. One dashboard showcases consistency in customer
satisfaction scores; heavy fluctuations in scores are a red flag
around levels of staffing and service. Another dashboard highlights
locations where the conglomerate’s presence is sparse, pointing to
opportunities for acquisition and expansion. A third dashboard breaks
down satisfaction scores into categories including service, staff, and
cleanliness to offer insight into areas to improve.

dynamic way to make comparisons
between properties, sub-brands,
locations, and distinct groupings of
competitors.

NORTH HIGHLAND’S SOLUTION AGGREGATED DATA FROM
OVER 9 MILLION REVIEWS, WITH PLANS TO SCALE TO
MORE THAN 100 MILLION, OFFERING UNPRECEDENTED
INSIGHT INTO CUSTOMER SATISFACTION ACROSS THE
COMPANY’S GLOBAL PROPERTIES.
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VALUE DELIVERED
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ABOUT NORTH HIGHLAND
North Highland is a global management consulting firm known for helping clients solve their
most complex challenges related to customer experience, performance improvement, technology
and digital, and transformation. We add value and support our clients across the full spectrum of
consulting, from strategy through delivery. We bring the big ideas, then we make them real.
North Highland is an employee-owned firm, headquartered in Atlanta, Ga., with more than 3,000
consultants worldwide and 60+ offices around the globe. The firm is a member of Cordence
Worldwide, a global management consulting alliance. For more information, visit and connect with
us on LinkedIn, Twitter and Facebook.
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